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day complete. This movie was well directed and produced.The script was original and
fresh.The dialogues were crisp and the narration was quite enjoyable.Mohanlal again
showed how he is the powerhouse in the making.Murali once again was the very cute

role which he is really good at.Nithya Menen was also very good,the chemistry
between Mohanlal and Nithya Menen was quite amazing.The well shot and silent

scenes were the qualities of the movie.The music was very good and kept the energy
to the maximum.Other characters were good but not as strong as the other lead

characters.It is heartening to note that Director Prashant had not skimped on budget
which is a rare thing to see in a movie.Thats just amazing!Q: Render a django

template with custom arguments In my controller, I have the following template that
takes the ascii image from the terminal and I want it to render in the view, calling up
the correct attibute. {{ my_image|to_image: '.png' }} This creates a to_image method
that calls the right attibute name from my model. Now, I want to pass some custom

arguments to the to_image method in the base template. For example: {{
my_image|to_image: '.png', 'dog' }} In the model, I have: _img_to_foo =

fields.CharField(help_text="foo") Im trying to use the method below, but the method
seems to not be rendering my custom attribute. def to_img_foo(self, img_size): return
img_size + self._img_to_foo Can you help me? Thanks, A: Sounds like you want to
use the img_url method: {{ my_image|to_img_foo: '.png' }} For other attributes just

change the field name: def to_img_foo(self, image_size):
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